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About This Guide:
This guide is designed for use by the Administrator and Users for Total Support HelpDesk. Use this guide AFTER you
have completed your installation and server configuration. There are separate instructions for your installation process.
This Guide will provide instructions and recommendations on how to best utilize our software. If you are an existing user
from a previous version, you will see some familiar screens. We kept as many screens the same as not to completely
disrupt existing users from breaking their pattern and easing the learning curve.
This guide also includes CONFIGURATION instructions for the Administrator. You MUST complete the basic configuration
to get started. Basic configuration required to get started is to configure your contact manager as either Stand Alone or
with Act! and configure your Users and Departments. The rest of the configuration can be done as needed to fit your
needs.
Almost every feature is optional; so, depending on how you configure (enable) features, will determine what you see
when you logon. Some features require additional configuration, please do not enable features until you are ready to
complete configuration. If you enable a feature and don’t complete the configuration, this WILL cause issues.
You will find some features don’t require a lot of instructions; they are pretty self-explanatory. The user interface was
designed to allow Users less time learning, and more time working and being productive. Many of the features are
intuitive.
YouTube videos that detail each feature can be found on our YouTube Channel. Visit our home page:
https://www.resource-dynamics.com/ to access our YouTube Channel. Along the way, we will also create individual PDF
presentations that can be accessed from our Resource Links section on our website.
Total Support HelpDesk is SQLite database format. Optional if you wish to download the SQLiteStudio (3.3.3 or newer) if
you wish to open the database for maintenance and/or create your own custom reports.

Requirement:
Server files can be installed on the following Operating Systems:
Windows Server 2019 Standard or DataCenter
Windows Server 2016 Standard or DataCenter w/ sp2 or later
Windows 11 non-home
Windows 10 non-home
AWS (Amazon Web Server)
Google Cloud Instance

We would suggest using a certificate and enabling HTTPS
(see https://blog.boxofbolts.com/ssl/windows/owin/guide/2015/06/29/https-self-hosted-windows/) as it would encrypt
the traffic over the wire and improve security.
Client files can be installed and launched on the following Operating Systems:
Windows Server 2019 Standard or DataCenter
Windows Server 2016 Standard or DataCenter w/ sp2 or later
Windows 11 (home, pro, enterprise)
Windows 10 current build (home, pro, enterprise)
Server 2012, Server 2008, Windows 8 & Windows 7 are no longer supported. However, you may still be able to install and
run; but, you do so at your own risk.
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If you have clients that need access from other devices, such as Chromebook, iOS, Android, Chromebook, MAC, or
Ubuntu, we have an add-on product called GO-Global: https://www.resource-dynamics.com/goglobal.html that will give
you the ability to web-enable your software (and not just HelpDesk!). If your client is on a PC with full windows o/s, you
can connect remotely using a static IP address configured and pointed to the server.

Resources:
All operating systems (recommend to be 64-bit).
8 GM MB minimum
500 GB hard drive disk space (recommend an SSD)
Processor Speed 3 GHz minimum (recommend 4 GHz)

Contact Managers:
Supports the built-in Contact Manager referred to as Stand Alone
Supports Act! PREM Desktop version 18+ using Act! Connect
Supports Act! WEB Desktop version 22+ using Act! Connect
Supports Act! WEB Hosted Database 23+ using Act! Connect
Alternative add-on link that supports contacts database which has an ADO OLDDB driver, such as Oracle, SQL Server,
Sysbase ASE.

SECURITY:
Please be sure that all Users can fully access on the host server:
c:\users\public\public documents\helpdesk
Recommend to turn off PRIVATE network firewalls for best performance and stability. Once Microsoft deems the product
to be “trustworthy”, then you can enable private firewalls if needed. The more you use the software, the more Microsoft
will identify the .exe as trustworthy.

TIPS:
SERVICE: HelpDesk Database Application Server runs as a service. This is set to ‘automatic’ and should not be changed.
You can access the service quickly by going to the main \server folder and launching the TSHDServerMonitor.exe. You
can start and stop the services here. Or you can go directly into SERVICES to start and stop.
BACKUPS: When making a backup of your main HelpDesk directory, please be sure to include the sub-folders (server and
utils). Also, MOST important, is to backup C:\Users\Public\Documents\HelpDesk. Your database, logs, and storage items
are located here.
MAINTENANCE: Setup a regular routine to maintenance your database. This can be done by accessing the
HDDBTools.exe located in the \utils folder. Or optionally you can maintenance through SQLiteStudio.
ACCESS VIOLATION: Sometimes a bump in the network can cause random access violations. To quickly address this
issue, run the TSHDDBFIX.exe located in the \utils folder. Requires exclusive access.
CONFIGURATION: When making changes in configuration, it is strongly recommended that you have all Users exist
HelpDesk, make your changes, stop and restart the services to ensure everything is updated. And always good practice
to make a backup of the database before you make changes!
ANTI-VIRUS: Depending on which anti-virus software you use we would recommend that you add exceptions for
HelpDesk to ensure best performance. In most cases you can provide the file or folder path for our exceptions list.
Please remember to also include the path C:\Users\Public\Documents\HelpDesk. You may also want to adjust when to
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scan, example some a/v software scan when executing, when opening, when writing. You may want to limit this to when
opening. If you leave all 3 scan options, please make note that this may cause a delay in the application.
SCHEDULER: Please be sure that all the computers on the network have the same clock time. Different clock times will
affect the scheduled task for Helpdesk, this includes Email and Priority Escalation.

Don’t want to read a manual?
Visit our YouTube Channel for our How-To videos.
https://www.resource-dynamics.com
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Getting Started: HelpDesk Configuration STAND ALONE
IMPORTANT: When making changes in configuration, these are global changes. It is recommended that ALL users exit
their HelpDesk client until changes are completed.
TIP: When making changes to the Contact Manager section, it is recommended that you rebuild the database afterwards
to ensure the fields and indexes are updated. Go to the HelpDesk Services and stop the service, this can be done by
running the TSHDServerMonitor.exe located in the main \server folder. Then go to the UTIL folder and run the
TSHDDBFIX.exe. Once that is completed, restart the services by running the TSHDServerMonitor.exe again.
Browse to your \Server\Client_Files. Launch TSHDConfig.exe file. Administrative Login screen will display. First time
logon is ADMIN with no password, click OK.
This is the main Configuration menu. You can also access this menu from inside the client from the OPTIONS menu. Only
the ADMIN and USERS with ‘supervisor’ rights will be able to access configuration for security reasons.
TIP: If you plan to keep the ADMIN user, please add a password to protect so non-admin/supervisor users cannot logon.
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Contact Manager Configuration
First things first, you MUST configure your contact manager. Click on the Contact Manager button (top left). This will
open a sub-menu
Contact Manager Options

Click on the top menu option, Launch Contact Manager Connection Settings. This will open another menu to select
either Stand Alone, Act! Prem, Act! Web, or ADO/OLE DB Contacts
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If Stand Alone, click the SAVE button. Since the contact manager is built-in, there is no further connection settings
needed. If selecting Act! or ADO, please access our configuration videos on our YouTube Channel.
We have separate videos that will walk you through configuration for Act! on premises, Act! Web hosted, and ADO
contact databases.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCOk_AUghOhfqNmTrkDLwlKg/videos
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Contact Manager Field Mappings
For Stand Alone Only
This section you will map the basic contact manager fields. By default, they should already be filled in. If you configured
your HelpDesk to Act! these fields must be from the CONTACTS_TABLES only. DO NOT map fields from the
COMPANY_TABLE.
3rd Screen are optional fields that you can use to help when you are doing a new inquiry search. Field 1 and 2 will be
searchable from the new inquiry search. Fields 3 through 7 will be viewable only on the results grid.

If you are configured as Stand Alone, you will have additional options.


Manage Custom Fields. Here you will create your own contact manager fields. Names must be unique
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Custom Field Layout. Here you can add as many tabs as needed and then add your custom fields to the tabs.
These tabs and fields will be the core to your CONTACTS database.

Here is the area you have 100% customization control when running Stand Alone. Create as many custom fields as desired,
and create as many tabs and layout the design anyway that works best for you and your team.

TIP: please extend your field a little bit longer then desired to allow room for the pick list box and *** box that
will appear at the end of the field. Space the fields so they do not overlap each other.
Contact Manager Configuration for ACT! Desktop database version or ACT! WEB databases
To make it much easier for our users in this area, we have created YouTube instructional videos to walk you through the
process. Please visit our website and access our online YouTube Videos from our menu options.
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Inquiry Center View Tab Configuration
This section you will design your center view for the OPEN INQUIRY screen. This is different than the ‘custom field
layout’; which, is for the built-in contact manager when configured as Stand Alone. Here you can add as many custom
tabs as desired or select a pre-designed tab. You can also add fields specific to the inquiry and/or add contact manager
fields.

Standard View Tabs gives you a tab with 2 columns and 14 fields. The fields sized are fixed. You can change the Tab
Caption, field type, and field source. If you select New Custom Tab, you will be prompted to provide a caption for the tab.
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Once the tab is added to the view, you can now add items to the tab. Start by selecting the tab and then click the ‘add
item’ button, then click on the grid to open the field box. Here you will select what type of field you are going to add.

Field types are as follows:






Single Line Field Edit > these are standard data fields, usually one line in length.
Single Line Picklist Edit > this is the same as single line, but with the ability for you to select a pick list as the field.
Multiple Line Memo Edit > this is a multi-line memo field.
Caption (text) > this is text that you want to use on the form; either, associated with a field or just to use as a
caption.
Buttons > there are two types of buttons that will ‘date/user/time’ stamp a memo notepad of your choice; and, also
a button that can launch a program of your choice and pass parameters to that program.

Select what type of field or action you would like to add. For example, let’s start with Single Line Edit field.

In the above screen, you will need to select which ‘source’ your data will be coming from:
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Inquiry Data Field > we provide 24 extra fields you can use. 10 Date, 10 Text, and 4 Memo. You can caption the
fields as you desire. Please DO NOT change the field name. DO NOT use the same field more than once, as this
will cause issues.
Inquiry Status Field > we provide 7 extra fields you can use. 6 Text, and 1 Memo. Originally created to support our
add-on Inquiry Status Publisher, but even without the add-on, you can utilize these fields the same.
Contact Manager Field > this list will come from your contact manager with available fields you can use.

Tab Order: This will auto fill based on fields already added. You can change the tab order of your fields for faster access.
Example: fields that you map from your contact manager may be read-only; make them a higher tab order.
TIP: When using the Single Line Pick List option, the Field Name and the Picklist Name need to be the same.
TIP: You can right click on the field to change the tab order

Advanced Preferences
Enable Inquiry Relinking Option: This ONLY enables the feature. You still must give this right to each user through the
Users/Departments section > security rights.
Access ACT! Company Level: This will only be available if you are configured with ACT! Contact Manager. This feature is
specific for Contract Tracking, so you can map your contracts to the company level if desired vs. the contract level.
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Users and Departments Configuration

Must add your Departments first. Click on Add Department. Create a unique 8 character Department ID. Add a
Department name, and if applicable, add a department Email (example: Support@mycompany.com)
TIP: If you have multiple users with the same role (security rights), we recommend creating a User Template.
Click on Add User Template, create a template name (example: Group A Users). Click on the Access Rights tab and
enable the rights you want to give Group A Users. Save your settings and return to the main menu.
Now let’s add users….
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Add Users Configuration

Adding users is a very important part of configuration. Once added, their User ID becomes part of the database linked to
inquiries, hot tips and known issues.






Create a unique 8-character User ID
Full Name for the User. IMPORTANT: if configured with Act! you must use the Users Full Name on their contact
record in Act!
If you want this user to have supervisor rights in their department, check the box for Supervisor. More than a
normal user, there are places where additional security is required and that is granted to the supervisor.
By default, all users have no password. If you want to add passwords for your users, click on Change Password.
Profile: All users must be linked to a department. Title and Extension are internal use only.

IMPORTANT if you are configured with Act! you MUST complete the contact manager connection section. Enter the
users Act! logon ID and their password, and test contact manager connection. This must test successful to ensure they
can logon. When HelpDesk logs on, it will do two logons: first for HelpDesk User ID, then Contact Manager User ID. We
verify the Act!
Active User by default will be enabled. If your User is no longer employed or part of HelpDesk, you can disable them by
unchecking this box.
IMPORTANT if you delete a User that has any inquiries, hot tips or known issues linked to their ID, you will need to first
change ownership of these items. Use the Change Ownership button, select ownership method and then select the user
to become the new owner of the items.
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Security Rights
Here is the area you select which rights your User can have within the HelpDesk application. If you created a User
Template, all you need to do is select the template in the dropdown box.
Supervisor = mostly a normal user, but can operate in their department with certain override abilities, such as override
expired contracts, and can edit Users within their department.
Superuser = have full access everywhere! You should limit who you receive this right.

Lock Manager, only available to Superusers, this allows one to see what records are locked by the system and break
them if needed. This would help where an error left a lock behind. Locks are automatically cleared when the service is
restarted.
E-Mail Tab:
This is the USERS email that will be used for internal use only between HelpDesk users. The Email identity is used through
the Email system.
E-Mail Accounts Tab:
Here you need to select which email account this User has access to using, and which is the default. If you have multiple
out-bound emails configured, check mark the ones this user can send emails from.
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Client Install
At this point, you can now install a client and start using HelpDesk with the basic features. This giving you time
to read and understand how the rest of the features work.
There are two ways you can install a client.
Recommended way:
From any client, open explorer and enter //servername/installhelpdesk (replace servername with your actual server
name). This is the screen that will display. Click on the green button to download the client installer.

The 2nd method to install clients, is to push out the client installer located on the server in the \client folder. By default,
would be C:\program files (x86)\HelpDesk\Server\Client. Since shares are no longer required on the server folder, you
would need to place the installer into a global location for clients to access.
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Next, you will be prompted to enter just your Server name where you install the main files. USERS must have access to
the computer you are installing HelpDesk server files.

<Next>

<Install>
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<Next>

<Finish>
You can also locate the client install in \Server\Client_Files folder on the server.
You will notice that the TSHDConfig.exe is also located in the Client_Files folder. This is because clients will be able to
launch configuration locally and does not require you to share the folder across your network. ONLY users that you have
given Supervisor rights and/or Superuser rights, will be able to launch the configuration locally.
NOTE: Changes made in configuration are global; Users will not see changes until they exit their client and log back in.
When you need to update your client, repeat these steps.

Congrats! You are done with the basic configuration!
To get the most out of your software, please continue to see details and instructions on more features.

Priorities and Escalation Configuration
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By default, we have already included 4 main priorities. You can add new priorities, edit existing or delete priorities.
IMPORTANT You cannot delete a priority that is linked. You can edit the priority and it will change automatically on any
linked item.
TIP: Spend some time thinking of how you will utilize priorities. Example: if you are configured as a Stand Alone and
track sales and other non-support inquiries, you may want to create specific priorities for specific items.
Example:
Tech (for your technical support team)
Eval (someone that is evaluating your product)
Sales (inquiry for your sales team)
Licensing (inquiry for your licensing team)
Known Issues (known problem with your product)
Research (inquiry needs to be researched further)
DEV (inquiry for your development team)
HOLD (inquiry on hold)

Adding a Priority Configuration
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Adding a new priority.





Choose a unique priority name
Sort Order (this is a numeric sort order and lowest displayed first)
Select your colors. NOTE: colors will vary depending on Users display settings
Enable Escalation if you wish to have this priority escalated. NOTE: You will also need to enable ‘automatic
priority escalation’ setting. The Priority will start the clock once you click the ‘save’ or ‘ok’ button on the inquiry.



Enable Email notification if you wish to notify Users when this inquiry escalates. NOTE: You will need to enable
out-bound email and have valid email addresses
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Default Priority Configuration
A default priority will be used when a new inquiry is created. This value can be set either as a constant, or by using a
function written in Pascal scripting.

Scripting Engine
IMPORTANT we do not support your script. We do not provide working scripts. You are 100% responsible for making it
work correctly. If you are not familiar with scripts, please do NOT enable this option. If your script does not function
correctly, you need to remove it.
The scripting engine is provided as an option to give you a more powerful tool to create expressions that will use a
situation inside your contact manager and return the results back to helpdesk.
Expressions are written in Pascal script. For more information go to:
http://www.functionx.com/objectpascal/index.htm

These general functions are also available in addition to the standard Object pascal syntax:
function
function
function
function
function

CMFieldAsBoolean(FieldName:String;bDefault:boolean):Boolean
CMFieldAsFloat(Fieldname:String;bDefault:Double):Double
CMFieldAsDateTime(Fieldname:String;bDefault:TDateTime):TDateTime
CMFieldAsInteger(Fieldname:String;bDefault:Integer):integer
CMFieldAsString(Fieldname:String;bDefault:String):String

HelpDesk has two places where you may use scripting:



Default Billing Flag
Default Priority

For the default priority, a function must be created that returns the name of the priority to use. Let’s consider the
following example using the priorities Low, Medium, High and Critical. We want to automatically set the priority
High for anyone with the contact manager field VIP set to True. Everyone else should get a Low priority. This
function then looks like the following:

function getpriority : string;
begin
if CMFieldAsBoolean('VIP',False) then
Result := 'High'
else
Result := 'Low';
end;
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HELPDESK SERVICES

With our Email feature, we can support POP3, IMAP, and Gmail.
Important: Does not currently support 2-factor authentication; you must disable this from your email service
provider end.

You can configure a single in-bound email. Please check with your email provider for SSL/TLS port #.
If you wish to collect any other in-bound accounts, you will need to set them up on your email provider end as a ‘forward’
or ‘copy’ to your main in-bound account.
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For out-bound email, we support SMTP and Gmail. Please check with your email provider for SSL/TLS port number and if
your providers server requires authentication.
TIP: You will have the option to configure additional out-bound email accounts. You first need to enable the option in
Advanced Options.
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Scheduler:
Once you have completed the configuration of your Email and other features, you launch the scheduler from a
client workstation. Click on Options > Scheduler > and then select the task you wish to schedule. Each needs to
be marked ‘active’. To select the time range, click in the starting time and hold your left mouse button and drag
across the area you wish to select, then click on the ‘+schedule’ button. Then you need to set how often the
schedule runs per hour. Do you want to send email and/or check Email once per hour, send every 5 minutes, 10
minutes, etc. Once you have your setting, click on [OK]. Repeat steps for other tasks you wish to schedule.
HelpDesk Tasks include:







Inbound Email
Outbound Email
Inquiry Priority Escalation
Back up Database
Publish Hot Tips (add-on)
Publish Inquiries (add-on)
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Categories and Products Configuration

Within HelpDesk, you can build a separate database of Categories and Products; which, you can also re-label in
configuration > advanced settings.
Here you will add/edit/delete items. You can also set a default Category and default Product within that category.
You cannot delete a category or product that is linked in the system. You first need to select an alternate category and
product you want to reassign. Do this by selecting the Category and Product, and set them both as the defaults. Then go
back to the product you want to delete; when you click on the delete button, you will get a warning message about the
reassignment.
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Optional Features Configuration
These are optional features that you can enable/configure if you wish to use them.
IMPORTANT DO NOT enable any feature unless you can complete the additional configuration associated with it. If you
enable and do not complete the configuration, you will cause issues in the software.
NOTE: Some features will be automatically locked if you are licensed for the HelpDesk PRO version.
Each feature provides a description. The [configure] button to the right indicates there are additional configuration
settings required for this feature to function.

Time Record Keeping Configuration

TIP: If you are going to use contract tracking, you must enable and configure this feature.
TIP: Even if you do not “bill” for your time, keeping time will allow you to analyze who, what, and when your company is
spending time performing customer service.
Full time Record allows for the entry of all information into the time record, including billing notes and billing time.
Just the Action Prompt creates a time record and allows you to include an “Action Code”, but does not offer the full
billing screen.
If you are using the full billing screen, you can also choose to determine minimums and increments. When HelpDesk logs
an inquiry, it calculates both a ‘Logged’ time and a ‘Bill’ time.
Minimum billable time is the amount to charge for each time log entry. Example: you have a minimum set of 5 minutes.
You have an inquiry open for 3 minutes, it will automatically bill 5 minutes, not 3 minutes.
Billed time is used for rounding. Example: you want to bill in increments of 15 minutes. You have an inquiry open for 8
minutes, it will automatically round up and bill for 15 minutes.
IMPORTANT Billing Time Logging cannot be -0-. Must have a numeric value of 1 at the lowest. Time Log billing is tracked
in minutes.
Advanced Settings allow you to modify billing prompts and options to help to control how manual changes to inquiry
time log entries are handled.
Default Action Prompt is the value that will appear as a default on the time record. This value should also appear on the
list box that you can build during time log entry. You can also leave blank.
Billable Status if checked, all new inquiries will have as a ‘default’ the BILLABLE status turned on. If User has the proper
security rights, they can uncheck the billable box from the open inquiry (to the right side of the Priority field).
Use function to determine billable status. Like Priority, you can create a Pascal script here. The Billing status is slightly
different then the Priority script. This one will return a Boolean (true/false) from your contact manager field when the
result is true, then indicates the billing flag to be enabled.
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Time & Material Record Keeping Configuration

This feature allows you the ability to attach and add cost information to an inquiry record. You can add costs based on
‘TIME’ at a selective rate, or you can add costs based on ‘FIXED COSTS’ at a rate per unit. This feature DOES NOT track
inventory levels.
You can also use a detailed report that can be given to the accounting department or generate an export file that can
import into another accounting package, such as EXCEL. We have included 2 reports for this feature, or you can create
your own custom report using your own report designer. All custom reports are created and executed outside of our
software. We do not troubleshoot custom reports.

The rate table is the heart of this feature. We added some examples of various kinds of rates you might use in your own
operation.
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When adding your own rate, the following Billing Rate Details screen will display:

‘General’ tab







Rate Name is where you will enter a text description of the kind of rate you are creating. Since you will most
likely view the list in alphabetic order, you should give some thought about the beginning characters so you can
group similar items together.
Description is a more detailed understanding of what the rate is about.
Category will have a drop-down pick list based off your Categories that you have already created. The ‘source
location’ box will display so you can select from Contact Manager Fields, User Defined Fields, Inquiry Fields, or
Inquiry Status Fields. You can also leave this box as (no specific category).
Products will have a drop-down pick list based off your Products that you have already created. The ‘source
location’ box will display so you can select from Contact Manager Fields, User Defined Fields, Inquiry Fields, or
Inquiry Status Fields. You can also leave this box as (no specific product).

TIP: You may wish to add special categories and products just for this section. Example: Category TIME or TMB, and
then add various products.

‘Rate’ tab






Rate based on option will give you different configuration options based on what you select.
o Time (per hour) is based on a ‘per hour’ basis. It will use the time you assign.
o Material (per unit) is a non-time- based entry which allows you to enter the ‘units’ which will be
multiplied by the rate.
o Mapped Field-Time (per hour) is like Time per hour, except the rate comes from the contact manager
field in the inquiry record.
o Mapped Field-Materials (per unit) is like Material per unit, except the rate comes from the mapped field
in the contact manager or inquiry record.
Rate is the dollar amount to bill based on your selection above, either time or units.

Accounting Code- if you will be exporting your data or running the report to use with your accounting
system. You can use accounting codes to match your accounting system. This field is NOT used
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anywhere in HelpDesk. It is only used in this feature. The billing records are stored as part of the Time
Logs.
‘Restrictions’ tab
Here you have several choices that are unique to your rate:





No Restrictions means anyone may select and use this rate
Only allow Supervisors to use this rate, which means only Users that have a ‘supervisor’ setting will be able
to select this rate.
Only allow users in the following department to use this rate. Select from the drop-down list.
Only allow the following users to use this rate. Select from the drop-down list.

‘User Defaults’ Tab




Here you will find a list of all your Users that have been created. You can set a rate for one or more users as
their default rate.
Note: A user cannot be set as a default in multiple rates.
Some will use Time and Material Billing for Contract Tracking if you have various types of contracts per
contact instead of using the built-in Contract Tracking Feature, which tracks one contract per contact record.
And some will use both. You can make the decision on what best fits your needs.
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Contract Tracking Configuration
One of our most popular features is Contract Tracking. Here you will choose the type of contract you will be using. If you
have clients that have different contract types, then you will select Dynamic Tracking.
*IMPORTANT* Contract tracking tracks a single contract per contact record. There are future plans for a multi-tracking
contract.
TIP: If you have a contract and have clients that also purchase additional time and/or materials outside of their contract,
you may want to utilize Advance Time and Materials Billing feature.

<next>
Fixed Time Tracking = requires a start and end date
Fixed Time Tracking (Billing Rate) = requires a start and end date and will incorporate Advanced Time and Billing
Materials feature.
Purchased Minutes Tracking = requires a start and end date along with minutes purchased.
Purchased Incident Tracking = requires a start and end date along with the number of incidents purchased.
Dynamic Tracking = requires all the fields.
The actual contract tracking data will be stored in your contact manager (Stand Alone or Act!).
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Depending on which method you selected, will determine the next screen.

<next>
Here is where you will map your contract tracking fields from your contact manager.
Act! Users, if you have your contract tracking on the Company level, you will need to enable ‘company’ level field
mapping in the Contact Manager Configuration > advance options.
Stand Alone Users, we have already included the fields, you should not have to map any fields.
In your contact manager, please be sure that valid data exist in each of these fields.
There are two exceptions to be aware of,
1) The ‘Last Updated Date’ field will automatically be updated by our software each time an inquiry is opened by a
user.
2) The ‘Contract Used’ and ‘Contract Balance’ field, must have starting values that are mathematical correct. Once
the balance is set, our software will then automatically calculate used and balance.
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The last screen for contract tracking is the settings for ‘warning’. Depending on contract type you selected, you can fill
when the notification will display.
When a user opens or creates a new inquiry, and the contract is within the warning period, a message will display on the
screen for the user. This is great especially if the client is on the phone, the user can mention as a reminder their
contract will expire soon.
Once a contract is expired, only a supervisor within the same department or a Super-User (ADMIN) can override an
expired contract and continue with the inquiry.
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Returns (RMA System) Configuration

This is a very simple tracking system.

HelpDesk will use a unique numbers table to issue the RMA number. You can include additional information to be part
of the RMA # by creating a mask. By clicking on the buttons, this will fill in the RMA Number Mask field.
In the screen shot above, we created the mask by clicking on the [Add RMA#] [Add Company] and [Add Inquiry #].
With the RMA, there are 4 extra fields you can use: Two are string fields and two are date fields. Example: you may
want to include a due date for the merchandise to be returned. So, in Date Prompt 1, type in a prompt DUE DATE. And
maybe you want to include a reason. So, in String Prompt 1, type in a prompt RMA REASON. These fields will now be
available to the User when they create an RMA.
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My HelpDesk Dashboard Configuration

Task Configuration

iFORMS Configuration

This feature allows you to extract selected information from a ‘web form’ and insert that information into a new inquiry.
Creating the forms is NOT a HelpDesk Function. Creating the form is 100% web design function. When your users
complete an on-line form, they will click on a ‘send or submit’ button and that action will create an email that will be
sent to the HelpDesk through our Post Office process and appear in the Email Queue of HelpDesk.
You will code your form with “keywords” that will automatically extract that information from the message and insert
into the selected fields in a new inquiry (does NOT insert to current open inquiries or reopening inquiry from history).
Here are the field’s “keywords” that iFORMS can populate from the email to a new inquiry:
















Contact_name
Address1
Address2
City
State
Postal Code
Country
Email
Phone
Extension
Fax
Problem
Resolution
Category (you must create a pick list to match your categories)
Priority (you must create a pick list to match your Priorities within the category)

iFORMS only cares about what it sees in the inbound email message. It’s your responsibility to follow a few rules about
what it sees and how it processes the information:
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Rule #1 – Subject Line. The inbound email ‘SUBJECT’ line must begin with the word IFORM, followed by a space. You can
put anything you want on the remainder of the subject line. Putting IFORM as the first word in the subject line starts the
process and extracting information from the email when you create a new inquiry. TIP: include on your web form a predesigned subject line. Example: IFORM from {insert company name}
Rule #2 – Key Word Types. iFORMS will look for keywords to determine what information to extract and where to insert
the information on the new inquiry screen. Keywords represent either ‘text’ fields (single line values) or ‘memo’ fields
(multiple line values, such as original problem notes).
Whenever iFORMS sees a keyword followed by an equal sign (=), it will take information it sees to the right of the equal
sign as the value and insert.
Example: Contact_Name=Robert Jones. Robert Jones will be extracted and placed into the Contact_Name field of the
open inquiry. Contact_Name is coming from your mapped contact manager fields and Robert Jones is what your
customer manually typed on your form.
Memo key words-iFORMS has a special way to determine the beginning and ending place for a multi-line key word
value. It requires that you put double brackets at the beginning and ending of the multi-line value.
Example: Problem=[[this is a memo field or free form text field that will include all data inside of the double brackets.]]
You can design the form to insert into the PROBLEM notes of the inquiry.
See example here: https://www.resource-dynamics.com/htips/TIP000009.htm
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Inquiry Workflow Configuration

You can send emails to assigned sales reps, other HelpDesk users, or send to the customer contact associated with the
inquiry.
For example: you may want to send an email to an account’s sales rep informing them that a HelpDesk Inquiry has been
opened for their customer; or, you may want to send a ‘survey’ once an inquiry is completed.
Events that will trigger an action:





New Inquiry Started
Inquiry Reopened from History
Inquiry started and finished in same call
Inquiry is finished

Actions that can be made when the above events take place:




Send an email to the account’s sales rep
Send an email to a HelpDesk user or department
Send an email to the customer contact associated with the inquiry

Configuration is simple. First, you should create your Workflow Emails in the Templates section of HelpDesk. You will
need to link these. You can link multiple Emails to the same action.



Do not use sales person mapping feature: This is the most popular selection. Select this if you do not have either
sales rep’s emails in your contact manager or have no way to associate a contact record with a sales rep value.
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Use the sales person’s email address for contact record: Use this option where you have the actual email
address of the sales rep on each contact record in your contact manager.
Use the sales person’s code from each contact record: Use this option where you have a field with value, located
in the contact record, that can be used to associate with the actual email of the sales rep. To use this option, you
must first map and tell HelpDesk which field to read in the contact manager in order to make the association.
Next, you will then have to manually construct the list of these values and associate them with the sales rep’s
name and email address. Click on the Edit Sales Person’s E-Mail Address button > Add Sales Person > Here you
will enter the Sales Person’s ID, their full name and their E-Mail address.
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Advanced Settings Configuration
Inquiry Queue Refresh Rate

TIP: set no lower than 60 seconds to avoid the refresh from looping.

Inquiry Prompts Captions

Here you can change the prompts to these fields that are on the inquiry record.

Inquiry Flag Captions

Here you can assign a meaning to the flag color. Example: Red Flag means HOLD.

Intake Forms Feature

You will design these inside HelpDesk from the Options menu.

Known Issues Tab Captions

To design your forms, launch HelpDesk > Options menu > Intake Forms Manager to create form and > Intake Questions
Library to create your list of questions to add to your form.
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Automatic Email Search

By default, the new inquiry search will use the domain to locate the customer

Sticky Notes Feature

Timeline Analysis

Congratulations! You are done with configuration. At any-time, you can change your configuration. Please be sure that
you have a safe backup of your database and have exclusive access before you make any changes.
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Database Tools

Located in the main HELPDESK directory, in the UTILS folder. Only the Admin user or a user with supervisor rights will be
able to logon to these options and must have exclusive access. All users must log out of the application and you must
stop the HelpDesk Services.
Database Maintenance Tools: You will have 3 options:
Compact database > this keeps the database clean and should be done at least once a month.
Backup database > this should be done often, nightly is recommend.
Apply Patch > These files will be developed by us to do things like update statistics or add/remove fields.
Raw Global Settings: Exactly what it reads. These are raw settings to everything in your database. There may be times
that you need to make a manual change in a field that cannot be reached by the program. PLEASE DO NOT make any
changes here unless you are specifically guided to do so by an authorized HelpDesk Support Team Member with
Resource Dynamics. Making unauthorized changes may cause ripple effects that will be unsupported.
Restore Admin: If you are locked out of your HelpDesk application because you forgot your password, you will need to
contact us by email: support@resource-dynamics.com or phone: 727-367-1020, and we can confirm your identity. To
identify yourself, you will need the register user’s name and email address on the account.
Unique Numbers: Here you can set your starting numbers for inquiries, Known Issues and Returns (RMA) records. These
number by default auto increase when a new record is created. Once a number has been issued, it CANNOT be used
again. NEVER change the number backwards; you can only change the number to the next highest number.
Technical Support Information: If you are having issues, this report can help our Support Team to better see your
HelpDesk environment and troubleshoot.
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Getting Started with Client Logon:

This is the main logon screen. Your administrator should have provided you with your User ID and Password.
Enter your logon information and click the ‘OK’ button.
If you are configured with Act! a second logon to your local Act! will happen behind the scene. If you get the message
"ACT user name and/or password is incorrect”, then please consult with your administrator. The contact manager user
ID and password are incorrect and must be fixed by the administrator in the HelpDesk Configuration setup. If you
receive an error “fatal configuration error, unable to logon to the contact manager”, have your administrator also check
that the contact manager is properly configured to the ACT! .PAD file, which should be a UNC path
(\\server\act\myact.pad for example)
Act! Web client coming soon…
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Top Menu Items
From the top menu options, you will have quick access to different features depending on your security rights that have
been configured.

FILE:


Search HelpDesk Contacts, Open Inquiries, Finished Inquiries, Known Issues, and Hot Tips all at one time. Browse
through the results. Searches string value and key words. Includes an option to open your results.



New Inquiry opens the new inquiry search screen



GoTo Inquiry takes you directly to the inquiry using the unique inquiry #



New Known Issue opens the new known issue screen editor



GoTo Known Issue takes you directly to the known issue using the unique id #



New Hot Tip opens the hot tip screen editor



GoTo Hot Tip takes you directly to the hot tip using the unique tip name



New Task allows you to create a new task



GoTo Task takes you to your task using the task #



View Calendar allows you to view your calendar, your departments or all calendars for all users



New Email Message

Launch: (requires My HelpDesk to be enabled)



Edit My Launch Pad
Edit My Links

Reports:


These are our standard built-in reports

Options:







Configuration Utility launches configuration
Lock Manager used to clear locks in the system
Intake Forms Manager
Intake Question Library
Template Manager for Emails and Signatures
Scheduler turns on/off different task. Such as Email, Escalation, Database Backup, & Publishers

Help:


About
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My HelpDesk:
Optional feature enabled by your ADMIN through configuration

Once you have logged into HelpDesk, and depending on your security rights and configuration, you may not have this
view.
This view is My HelpDesk and is a quick view of your personal HelpDesk. Besides personal statistics, you can also get a
quick view of Known Issues and Hot Tips added into the system, along with a graph view for all inquiries.
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Contacts:

If you are configured as a Stand Alone, you can manage and access your contacts all in one place. If you are configured
with Act! you will not see this queue. You will manage your contacts directly in Act!
If this is the first time accessing the Contacts database, we recommend you create a company record so you can set the
pick list field settings making it easier when adding new contacts. These are global settings and recommended to be
done by an Admin User.
Menu buttons allow you to manage your contacts by clicking the (+) for adding new contacts. The pencil is to edit the
highlighted contact record. The trash can with an [x] is to delete the highlighted contact (WARNING! This deletion is
forever and cannot be redone. You WILL need to add a new contact at this point.). The looping arrows is to refresh the
view of the Contacts part of the menu.
The drop-down list of fields to search are based on the columns that are displayed in the grid and allows you to enter a
search value.
The ‘Display’ field, by default is set to All Contacts; however, you can further define your display by creating display
filters. Example: you have a chain of hotels and you want to find a specific contact that works at the hotel. Create a filter
for Hotel Name = X and then your ‘search value’ will search within the display.
TIP: Each filter has an ‘owner’, it you want to share your filter, use the ‘change ownership’ option from the edit view.
This is a great way to create specific filters for specific Users and Departments.
Optionally, you can also use a Filter. This works in tandem with the Display by creating a specific filter. Example: you
have a filter for all Hotels with email that starts with A.
Results: Filter will return results for hotels where email starts with A. Within that filter, you can set a Display filter to
narrow down and the actual Search Value finds your results.
TIP: Most will find using the Display Filter fits their needs and returns their results as needed.
TIP for Stand Alone: When sending a Bulk Email from contacts, depending on the # of records, the system will return a
‘not responding’ message on the top window screen and also display an hour glass. The system is working in the back
ground DO NOT end task, please let the system complete the process and once it is completed it will return back to the
normal window.
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Contact Editor:

You will notice at the end of some of the fields is an ellipse button (…). This button allows you to pick items from a preconfigured list. These fields may have already been pre-configured by your Administrator.
The ‘TABS’ will display the default views, which are: Contact Notes, Inquiries, Links, and Contract Tracking (if enabled).
You may see additional tabs and fields that have been customized by your Administrator. In our screen shot, we created
a tab called contact fields and then customized our own contact fields to store data.

Contract Tracking setup in your contact manager:

If you have enabled Contract Tracking, you now need to
fill in the contact manager fields with valid data. By default, the contract type field is ‘No Contract’. You will be able to
select a contract type based on how your system was configured. Fill in the fields that display and remember to check
the box for ‘Contract Active’. ALL contracts must have a valid Start date/End date.
Once you have updated the fields for contract tracking, you should not need to adjust the Used, Balance or Last Update
fields. As you work on inquiries, the timer will automatically update these fields. If you add to the PURCHASED, it should
automatically re-calculate the balance.
Any changes to a contact record, you must save the changes by clicking the (OK) button. If you click (Cancel) all changes
will be reverted to the last saved record.
If you have Email services setup, you will be able to Send Email directly from a contact record. Sending an email will
automatically add a copy of that email to the LINKS tab for future reference.
From the Contact Notes, you can view/add notes that are connected to this selected contact. Right below the Contact
Notes ‘Tab’ is a + Add Note button. You must click this button in order to type in an additional note; if not, you will be
unable to type anything.
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From the Inquiries tab, you can view/open/reopen/create inquiries.
TIP: You can rearrange the tabs in any order you wish. This is done through configuration. Maybe you want to see the
Inquiries Tab first. It’s a simple select and move left or right to rearrange the tabs.

Inquiries:

Here you will find your inquiries. Depending on your security rights, you can change view to Your Department or All
Inquiries that are owned by other users and departments.
When you select an inquiry, you will notice on the top section that 2 note fields display. The note field on the left
contains the original notes, and the one on the right are the resolution notes. This gives you the ability to read the notes
without opening the inquiry. You can also ‘right click’ on an inquiry, which will present additional options that can be
performed on an individual inquiry. (Note: If certain items are grayed out, your administrator removed these security
rights from you).
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New Inquiry:

Enter your search value, method and field to search. Once it finds your value, you can select from the results grid. Once
you select a contact, their basic contact information from the contact manager will display in the top right ‘Contact
Information’ fields. This is to verify that this is the contact you want to select.
Searching Email field with ‘begins with’ uses the wildcard name %@domain%, so for example rog@ac would find
roger@acme.com
Along the top of the screen, once you select your contact from the grid, you may have additional tabs appear:
Current Inquiries will display all current open inquiries linked to this company record.
Closed Inquiries will display all finished/closed inquiries linked to this company record.
Contract Tracking (if enabled) will display their contract details.
You can open or reopen an inquiry without creating a new one if the description/problem is the same. This eliminates
duplicate inquiries for the same issue. Plus, you can reference back to any previous notes.
If the person you are working with is not the main contact person, you can change this information on the OPEN inquiry
screen.
TIP: Create a custom memo field in your contact manager that includes your alternate contacts & emails, then map this
contact manager field to the Inquiry Center View so when you have your inquiry open, you can quickly copy/paste or
even add new contacts to the memo field for future use.
Field to search will default to COMPANY when you first logon. If you change the field to search, that will then be the
default field during your helpdesk session. Example, you switched the field to search to Email your next search will
default to the Email field. You switched to contact your next search will default to contact. Etc.
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Open Inquiry:

Regardless if you got to this screen from the New Inquiry Search, opened from the queue, opened from the desktop
viewer, or opened from the Contact Record, this is the OPEN INQUIRY EDITOR.
Top menu from left to right:
Save Inquiry: This allows you to save this inquiry.
Close Inquiry: This allows you to close the inquiry. This places the inquiry into the current inquiries queue.
Finish Inquiry: This allows you to complete/finish the inquiry and moves it to the history archive file.
Search: This allows you to create a global string search in the system. Searching at one time in Contacts, Open Inquiries,
Finished Inquires, Known Issues, and Hot Tips.
Hot Tips: This allows you to search your Hot Tips database using key words. You can use the LINK button to link the hot
tip to the inquiry and/or you can use the ATTACH button to attach the hot tip to the inquiry email.
Known Issues: This allows you to search your Known Issues database using a string value.
Email: This allows you to email the contact from the open inquiry. IMPORTANT please SAVE changes before you Email so
the fields (email address and description) will auto-fill.
Print: This allows you to print a hard copy of the inquiry record. IMPORTANT please SAVE changes before you print so
the fields will display correctly on your report.
Set Schedule: This allows you to set a Schedule for Call-Back or Wait time.
Refer Inquiry: This allows you to refer the inquiry to another User or Department. You can see who’s online by the green
or red dot to the left side of the emoji.
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Timer: Depending on your security rights, you can pause/start the timer.
Reset Timer: You can reset the timer back to 0 and start over.
Copy: This allows you to copy inquiry to clip board.
View Category/Product: Here you can add new categories and products instantly.
RMA: Here you can add a new ticket for return item(s).
Inquiry Contact Fields: The contact details are coming from your contact manager (Stand Alone or Act!). Here you can
change the information specific for this inquiry. Example: Perhaps Jessica Rabbit did not call, but it was Roger Rabbit; so,
you would simply change the contact field name, and any other applicable fields, such as the phone # and email address.
Once this information is changed, Roger now becomes linked to Acme Unlimited, LTD. and this inquiry.
You will also fill in the category, product, description, status, due date, priority, and line fields, if applicable. Depending
on your configuration, some fields may have already been setup to auto-fill.
On the far top right, you will see timer information. Timing is the core to HelpDesk. Time Opened is from the creation of
the inquiry (start) to the resolution (finish). Time Worked is the amount of time that the inquiry has been opened and
the timer is running. Time Opened and Time Worked may not be the same. The inquiry could have set idle for several
hours before someone opened it. Or the billable time has been altered. Billable by default is disabled. This field can be
configured to auto-enable based on specific criteria; or, you can enable manually if special billing is required. Check with
your Administrator about if, or when, to use this field. Workflow is an optional configured feature that will send Emails
based on the status of the inquiry that will auto-send an Email (such as a New Inquiry Confirmation Email to your
customer, or a Finished Inquiry with a Survey).
The center view tabs will vary depending on how your administrator has configured your software. There are system
tabs that will automatically display since they are core pieces to the software:



Links: Here you will find any manually drag/drop items from outside of HelpDesk. Example: A Spreadsheet, PDF,
Images, or other document type. Emails that are received and sent from this inquiry will also be found here.
Time logs: These are logs created by the timer running in the bottom right corner. If the timer is stopped and/or
you override the billing screen, no log will be created. TIP: Administrators can enable Timeline Analysis that can
include system events. Example: if a time log is deleted, it will be reported to the Administrator of who and
when the item was deleted.

The center right side buttons give you quick access to resources within your software to help resolve an issue.
Hot Tips will search and display your pre-configured hot tips that match key words based on the description you have
entered. Can’t find any matches? You can always change your key words and search again. If you find a matching Hot Tip
or more, you can tag them so you can email them off to your client, if desired. You may have the option to suggest a Hot
Tip as well. Example: Your client called with a tip about your software and/or work around. Your Administrator will then
review your Hot Tip and make the decision if they want to create a Hot Tip.
Known Issues will search and display any matches. The search is a string value of the description, reading from left to
right. You can also create a Known Issue, if needed. You also have the option to LINK an inquiry to an existing Known
Issues or when you create a new Known Issue.
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Search: This allows you to create a global string search in the system. Searching at one time in Contacts, Open Inquiries,
Finished Inquiries, Known Issues, and Hot Tips.
Email: send an electronic mail message via HelpDesk.
Print: This gives you the option to print the inquiry record for hard copy, if needed.
Launch: This is a global feature. You can configure to launch external or internal items. Example: you can configure to
launch a web site or EXCEL spreadsheet.
Note Fields: You have Original Problem Notes, Resolution Notes and if you are Stand Alone, you also have an option to
add Contact Notes that will appear back in the contact manager.
Expand Notes: This allows you to open the note fields to view more content instead of scrolling through.
Bottom action buttons:
OK: This will save/commit all changes for this inquiry to the database and save to the current inquiries queue.
Cancel: This will cancel everything back to the last saved state of this inquiry.
Refer: This allows you to refer an inquiry to another department or user; they become the new owner of the inquiry.
Finish: This completes the inquiry and moves it to the finish/archive table. Finished inquiries can always be opened as
read-only or reopened to work on again.
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Known Issues:

Known Issues is a separate database of information you can store, track, and link to inquiries. Many Users, including us,
have found multiple ways to use this extra database. We have incorporated some options to work outside the box.
Originally this was created to keep track of your bugs and issues that needed attention by your R&D Team. With the
ability to link an inquiry to a Known Issue and once resolved, you can alert our customer(s).
Known Issues may not always be a bug. We have included multiple Issue Types:







Bug / Defect for product issues that need to be fixed
Wish for items that you and/or your clients would like to see added to your product(s)
Enhancements to features already in place to make them function better
Documentation to be created and/or corrected. Such as product use, sales or support procedures
Information to share with others or use this type/icon specific for INTERNAL use
Other/Unknown when nothing else fits the bill

To add a new Known Issue, click on the plus icon. This will open a new screen and assign a unique KI#.
You can group your views to create a tree view for quick view of your KI’s. Added bonus feature, when you create a
group, you can select a group, right-click and mass-change the Status, Priority, & Owner of all the KI’s in that group.
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Known Issues Editor:

Select your Issue Type. Every Known Issue is linked to a Category and Product. Your Administrator may have created a
N/A category and product for issues that are not specific to product bugs. Flag (optional) provides a visual level of
importance to the issue.
Description Field is where you can either free type anything you want, or you can also create a new Known Issue from an
open inquiry and auto-fill the description. This makes searching much easier and could avoid duplicate issues being
created.
Status field is a pick list that you can create.
Priority is a pick list that you can only select from. Your administrator has already created your system priorities.
Owner is a pick list that you can only select from and list available Users and Departments. By default, this will be the
User that creates the issue; but, if you need to refer this to another User or Department, this is where you change
ownership.
Completion Details was created for developers who need to estimate their efforts (time) to complete the issue. This
helps provide a timeline that you can share with your client’s when a bug should be resolved.
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Email Task:
To configure your IN-Bound and OUT-Bound Emails, logon to your HelpDesk client as a user with Supervisor/Admin
rights, click on Options menu > Scheduler. Here you will configure Email accounts; along with, any other advance
schedules you would like to include.

Select your task to display the settings options

TIP: Be sure to check box ACTIVE

Once you have completed your settings, you will see your scheduled tasks here:
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You can disable a task from running by unchecking the box. To enable the task, simply check the box.
NOTE: checking or unchecking the box does not make the task active. It just stops the task from running on its schedule
time. To disable a task, select the task and EDIT.
To configure your task, select the task and double click to open the properties. Make sure the task is ACTIVE and then
use your mouse to select from the day/time grid when you want the task to run and click the SCHEDULE button. This will
turn the selected area green. Now select the frequency per hour. Click OK to save your settings.
NOTE: When sending email, it will send based on your scheduled task. So, you may see emails in the OUTBOX tab. These
will clear once the scheduled task runs.
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Email Queue:

Inbox: New Emails that have not yet been linked to an inquiry.
Processed: Copy of the original emails that have been processed and linked to an inquiry or contact if Stand Alone.
Outbox: These are pending Emails to be sent. This would normally always be empty.
Sent: These are Emails that have been sent either direct from a contact, or from an inquiry.
Refresh button refreshes the email queue manually, if needed.
Open Email will open the selected email.
Link Email will link the selected email to an inquiry.
Deleted will delete this email with NO recovery. You will receive a prompt to confirm.
NOTE: All Emails and Links are stored in the default STORAGE folder. Please DO NOT delete or move this folder from the
default location it was installed.
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OPEN INQUIRY from EMAIL QUEUE
Once you create, open, or reopen an inquiry from the Email queue, you MUST link the email message to the inquiry if you
wish to access the email at a later time. Before you commit the inquiry (Ok, Refer, Finish), click on the Link Email Message
button.

Reasons why you may not want to link the email message:
1) The Email has multiple issues that need multiple Inquiries
2) The Email needs an inquiry and needs to be forwarded to outside rep/agent
3) The Email is a simple and does not require the original email attached
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Open Email

Here is the open email. From here you can perform several different tasks:









Link email to an inquiry. If inquiry number is present in the subject line, it will find that inquiry and prompt to
link.
Find Contact. This allows you to find the contact for this email by using the inquiry search (same as new inquiry).
Reply. This allows you to reply directly from the Email queue without linking.
Reply All. This allows you to reply to a group of recipients at one time direct from the Email queue without
linking.
Forward. This allows you to forward this email to someone else direct from the Email queue without linking.
Close. This allows you to close the email and it will remain in the Inbox until it has been linked to an inquiry or
deleted.
Delete. This allows you to delete an email. WARNING!! This is a one-way unrecoverable delete. Once deleted it
is gone.
Print. This allows you to print the email.
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Returns

This is an optional feature that allows you to track returns from your clients. Returns are also referenced as RMA’s
(Return Merchandise Authorization). Returns can be linked to inquiries. Besides viewing/adding returns from the main
queue, you can also add/edit returns from the open inquiry.
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Open

Return:
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Task

Tasks is an optional feature that allows you to track anything. You can create tasks for yourself, other users or
departments. Tasks can be linked to inquiries or can be free standing. In this view, the tasks are not linked to anything.
To link a Task to an inquiry, this is done from the OPEN INQUIRY screen.
Example: Create a task for a project you need to complete by a specific due date. Create a task for an inquiry you own
and requires additional help from another department or user; this gives you the ability for multiple people to work on
the same inquiry.
By default, All OPEN tasks will display for the logged in User. You can view completed tasks by clicking the ‘clock’ icon on
the menu to the left of the TASK# box.
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Open Task
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Bulletin Boards

Bulletin Boards is a general area to post notes. You can create notes to all users or specific users.
To ADD a new note, click on the plus sign. This will open the notes properties. Once you have completed setting the
properties (title, color, priority, expiration date) click the OK button; this will place your note onto the view. Click on the
text box and type your message. Although the text box is a single line, by adding a <return> will create a break in your
message, if desired. Once you have completed entering your ‘text’, click anywhere on the white area of the view. This
will post your note and open in full view. To ‘edit’ the note, simply double click in the text box.
The top pencil ‘edit’ will allow you to edit the post Board Post Properties (titles, color, priority, expiration date) that you
have selected.
The top trash can ‘delete’ will allow you to delete the post you have selected.
Keep your notes organized by creating multiple tabs. Example: create a tab for notes specific for Company Events. A tab
for your Support Team, Sales Team, etc.
If you set a post to expire, the note will change color. You can either edit the note and extend the expiration date or
delete the note.
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Templates & Signatures
From the OPTIONS menu, you can access the Template Manager. This is the place to create your Email Templates and
User Signatures.
Before you can create a Template, you must create a Group in which the templates will be linked. Once you have your
group, then you can add templates and signatures by selecting the group.
You can also assign templates to a specific User or Department. When a User is logged into their client, they will only
see Templates/Signatures that are assigned to them, their department, or open (not assigned).
The Name of your Template must be unique (cannot duplicate template names).

Reports
Total Support HelpDesk has a few basic reports built-in. Over the past 20+ years, these are the most common reports
used, which are: Inquiry Analysis, Billing, and Time Log. You can launch the reports from the REPORTS menu. Each report
has parameters which include date range, there are 3 primary ways to pull the report.
<any status> will return the all inquiries created with the date range
<open> will return all inquiries which are still open during the date range. This would catch inquiries which were still
opened years ago and never marked closed.
<Finished> will return all inquiries which were finished within the date range. This will NOT include inquiries that were reopened.
Total Support HelpDesk is using SQLite database, so users can create/customize their own reports using any report
designer of their choice, as long as it can connect to the database. We use Fast Reports. Your custom reports are executed
outside of our application. Users are 100% responsible for the design and execution of their reports.
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